
Cut Through the Fog - The 5 Why Practice. 
I heard a successful CEO say The5 Why practice not only changed the 
way he manages people, but radically improved their performance. In a 
corporate setting it’s easy to get stuck in the problem and who’s to 
blame. The 5 Why Practice touches the problem, then starts walking 
toward the solution. Remember people usually answer the question 
they’re asked. So let’s pose a better question!

Here’s an example: Topic: Our sales were down in December. 

Normal approach: 
Boss: Our sales are down. Who’s slacking? 
Mike: Jane is slacking. She’s always got a kid crisis. 
Jane: Oh Thanks for that Mike. ICYMI - I worked 70 hours last week. This company has no 
respect for working moms.
Mike: Whatever.
Dave: Also, it’s the holidays - nobody has any money. Nothing you can do about that.
Boss: Is that true? Who has the numbers for last December?
Mike: Judy. She’s out sick. 
Boss: Who is supposed to get that data up on the network, so it’s available for the whole team? 
Dave? Mike? I need that data right now. 
Dave: I’ve been saying that for years. We need to hire another assistant to manage those 
things. 
Boss: Sales are down this month and you want me to hire another person to do your job Dave?

How many meetings have you been to like that?

Same situation with the 5 Why approach:
Boss: Our sales were down in December. Why is that?
Mike: We made fewer calls in December than usual.
Boss: Why did we make fewer calls in December?
Dave: It wasn’t just December it was November too. The sales team was down a person. 
Boss: Why was the team down a person?
Dave: Jane has been out on maternity. 
Boss: Why didn’t we fill her position while she was gone?
Jane: We did. The hire flamed out and we haven’t found another.
Boss: Ok. Jane when are you back?
Jane: I’m not sure yet.
Boss: Why are you not sure?
Jane: I need a new arrangement and I need to talk to you about it privately.
Boss: OK Great. Stick around after and let’s chat. 

See how different that is? It works on your personal goals too. 
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The 5 Why approach - Part II:
Topic: I want a new job.

Why do I want a new job?
Because my job is super stressful?

Why is your job super stressful?
Because I’m running constantly from one thing to the next like a crazy person. 

Why are you always running like a crazy person?
Because I never get it all done.

Why do you never get it all done done?
Because I have too much to do.

Why do you have too much to do?
Because my boss is a jerk and probably I spend too much time making everything 
perfect - giving everything equal weight, when actually some things are much more 
important than others. 

Do you see how a solution is beginning to emerge, by just from getting to the bottom of all the 
fog? The job may in fact be a problem, the boss may in fact be a jerk, but if another problem is 
you’re struggling to prioritize your work, that will show up in any job you have. 

Does that make sense?

Now, let’s practice this with the four big goals you set on your 12-month future pace. Jot your 
answers in your sparkle notebook. Stay with each goal until you are sure you have cut through 
the fog. It may only be 3 whys, it might be 10 whys. 
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